Introduction
Let 2 be a bounded domain in the n-dimensional Euclidean space R n , with C°°-boundary r. Let A be an uniformly elliptic operator of the form This paper deals with the existenoe and the stability of global bounded classical solutions of the equation (1) ut -Au = f(t,x,u,Du), (x,t)ea x (0,oo), with the initial condition (2) u(x,0) = <t>(x), x e Q, and the boundary condition (3) u(x,t) = 0, teR + = <0,oo), xer.
J.Havlova [l] has investigated the axifctenoe of the periodic solution for this type problem. She has used a fixed--point-theorem to the equivalent system of nonlinear integral -589 -equations. The existence and the stability of solution of the initial-boundary value problem for the nonlinear hyperbolic equations have been proved in [6] and [2] .
Our method of the proof is similar to [6] . At first the existence of the time global solution for linear problem with f = f(t,x) will be proven and the Fourier method will be used. In the case f = f(t,x,u,Du) the Picard iteration method will be applied. We set up a solution u in a formal Fourier series u(t,.) = oo = ¿L^ u.,(t)<>,, and at first we show that this formal series k=1 converges in P p (fi). Next, we prove that ueG^(fl). Substituting Then the formal solution of the problem (1'), (2) , (3) is (12) u(x,t) = k=1
In order to show that ueP^(n) we must examine the convergence of the following series 2 - means that the series XZ converges uniformly in ,k=1 t e R + . Due to (7), (7'), (8), (3'), it follows from (14) that (15) -A^(t-t) dT E> -. Prom (15') we obtain the inequality (6).
In order to show that u e C (R + ,K p~z (a)) it is enough to prove that A^ p~2 ' ( Uv.( t) ) 2 converges uniformly to zero, k=l as l,m -*-oo . Prom the equation (9), after some calculations, we have r m
By the assumptions A3, A4, the right-hand side of the previous inequality tends to "zero uniformly for t e R + and this implies that ue C(R + ,K p~2 (fi)). Thus
Having |f(t,.)| g < C.| |f(t,.) | ^ for some positive constant C1, we get with C2 = max(2,2C1). Proof. Following , we will apply the Picard iteration method. The sequence {un(t,.)J is constructed by an iteration scheme in the following way (16) un -Aun = eg(t,.,un_1(t,.),Dun_1(t,.)), n=1,2,..., Applying Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 to the above problems and using the assumption A3, we obtain the estimate INl^P^oW^IV«'-) " Wlv^l^.
The above estimate guarantees, by (*), that junj is a Cauchy sequence in F p (i2) with 8e(0,1), i.e.
Now we will prove that {un} converges to u in G p (fi). Using the triangle inequality of the norm and the properties of the operator A and of the Soblolev spaoe H p (»), p?.2, we obtain, by (16), ||im(t,.) -¿n(t..)IHp.2<oonat{||BB(tM) -un(t,.)|lHp + + 6||f(t,.,u[n_1(t,.),Dum_1(t,.))-f(t,.,un_1(t,.),Dun_1(t,.))|H{>.2}^ 5 c onst {|| um( t,.) -un( t,.) |Hp+eC2hQ (t) || u^ (t,.) -ufl_1 (t,.) H^ < , const {|| um(t,.)-un(t,.)||Hp+£C2H||um_1(t.,)-un.1(t,.)||Hp_1 }..
The right-hand sida tends to zero uniformly in teR + , as m,n-^oo . This means that {uQ} converges in C°(R + ,K P~2 (G)).
Hence u e G ? (fl) converges in fl C i (R + ,K p~2i (£l)) to soma elan i=0 ment u, satisfying llul! " < M and being a solution of the prob-F lem (1"), (2) , (3) . Similarly as in such that any solution of the problem (l"), (2) , (3) for any E = (0,e1) is stable and asymptotically stable i.e. for any two solutions ul£ and u^ of the problem (l"), (2) , (3) with the initial data <t>1 and <t>2» respectively, the following estimate holds for te®+ Proof. The assumptions A1 -A4 guarantee the existence, and uniqueness of a solution of the problem (1"), (2) , (3) . In virtue of the estimate (15'), we have for the difference of two solutions u1g, u2g of the problem (1"), (2) Heno«, we obtain the estimate hie -"2£|hP« c oI -*2\r9 *** [-5 -g2 M.
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